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Factors Responsible for the Rise of Novel in the 18th Century. Rise of Middle Class. Growth of Newspapers and Magazines. The 18th century in England social history is characterised by the rise of the middle class. Because of tremendous growth in trade and commerce, the England merchant class was becoming wealthy and this newly rich class wanted to excel in the field of literature also. This class was neglected by the high-born writers and their tastes and aspirations were expressed by the novelists of the time. The Novel was, in fact, the product of middle class. With the rise of middle class, hence, the rise of the novel was quite natural. Growth of Newspapers and Magazines. There’s no signs of parental worries in sight. Only incomprehensible worship and endless love from your typical light novel parent who is intended to be forgotten as soon as the MC leaves the nest. Spoiler. Despite what you would expect from a child who is far from the teens, the MC manages to defy physical and mental abilities of focused concentration, e.g. such as reading the entire Hogwarts curriculum in 1 year and 6 months, just because the MC is this freaking awesome. But hey, the MC got an awesome kitty and owl.